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99c for a limited time!â€œIronâ€¦andâ€¦salt,â€• whispers the old man. The dead old man. â€œHurry or
it will be too lateâ€¦â€• To escape the stress of living in the city and the anxiety of his high pressure
job, Brian Roy moves his family to the country. His wife loves the easy living, but Brian hates
itâ€¦especially when weird things start happening in the house. When he discovers a dead body in
the woods and a burial ground in his basement, Brian could never imagine the shocking history of
the house or its former occupants that comes to light. As his life starts to unravel, Brian isnâ€™t so
sure living in the country is going to be the oasis of peace he and his wife expected. Lately, his
home has become a haunting den of hell. Get your copy of MOVING IN today and enjoy the thrill of
a story too chillingly delicious to miss!
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This is not the first book I've read from this amazing author. Let me say, firstly, I'm an old school
Stephen King fan and have been reading his books for close to forty years. It is highly unusual for

me to leave a book review at all and even more unusual for me to admit I see things in a writer that
remind me of King! In the case of Ron Ripley, I have to do both. This book, I believe, is my favorite
so far. You will be pulled in immediately and from there it's a wild, scary ride. I was unable to put it
down. My suggestion is get this book. Sit down, hopefully in a well lit room, and settle in for a good
old-fashioned horror story! I'm buying the sequel now.

Okay guys, as I always write before going into my book reviews.... Book reviews are very difficult to
write because many people take different things from each story. However, since I have been asked
by many to review this book, I will do my best for you fellow ians! That being said I truly enjoyed
reading this novel. It was very fast paced with different characters who tie into the story instead of
causing confusion like some Kindle eBooks on the market today. It is so different from many
traditional "Horror/Suspense stories. I found myself not wanting to put it down. I recommend this
novel. It's refreshing, non typical, and the characters are well developed. Moving In will pull you into
the plot and keep you entertained. I do not want to go any further because I will create spoilers and I
want you to go into this novel with a clear mind. Thank you so much for taking time out to read my
review. I hope you found it helpful. If so please select helpful.

I enjoyed the book and where Ripley took the story. It wasn't the usual ghost story and that was
intriguing. He has good voice but it could be tighter - less filters and so on. Ending felt a tiny bit
rushed and I agree with another reviewer who said they wanted more from the characters. A
stronger conflict for Brian and Jenny would've been great. I think he could've kept the mystery going
over who the malevolent ghost was a little longer too.Sam was my favorite character, and Leo after
that - they had the strongest conflicts.All in all, I enjoyed it a lot and would recommend it to others.

I sincerely do not know what these reviewers were talking about when they proclaimed this a
terrifying Horror Story. It reminded me of Ghostbusters in written form. After moving into an old
farmhouse, Jenny and Brian find that it is haunted and enlist the help of Leo who can see dead
people and binds them in a Shakespeare novel. The whole story is ridiculous and is actually funny
enough to laugh out loud at points. The reactions of the homeowners under what should be extreme
duress is corny. Case in point, when Jenny is asked by Leo to stick her finger in a bag of iron and
salt to ward off the oncoming ghosts about to kill them, she proclaims "that sounds kinky"! Really???
The whole book took me just under 3 hours to read and in my opinion was a complete waste of
time.

I started this late last night and I just finished this a few hours ago. And I'll admit going in, I wasn't
overly impressed, it seemed at first like any typical horror story, but as the pace picked up, I found
myself unable to put it down. I was truly terrified by the entities haunting the couple that had just
arrived in their new home, so in the end this was for me, a great and creepy read. I look forward to
reading more by this author and I'll defintely be reading the rest of the books in this series

This is the first book in the series.A fast paced horror read! I didn't want to put it down!When Brian
and Jenny Ray bought the house, they were simply trying tostart a new life after Brian's heart
attack. It seemed like a nice and quiet,but soon they realized that they are not alone. Ghosts of the
previousoccupants - The Kenyon family - still live here and they want the Raysgone! Must read!
Features excerpt for sequel - Dunewalkers

I found the story creepy and just scary enough that I decided to stop reading it, in bed. There was
plenty of action and it really was hard to put down. There were some missing words, however,
editing mistakes don't really bother me, unless it's page after page.Some things weren't explained
and I wish they had been. Why the manacles and who were they used on? and when? Why didn't
Brian know about that, as he grew up, with his best friend? Why were the evil ghosts evil? What
caused them to be like that? As in life, I guess, some things are never explained, they just are.I
enjoyed this book. It was exactly what I was looking for in a ghost story.

I really didn't want to give this book a 3 star review, because I really feel as if this could have been a
great story. The only problem is, it seemed very rushed. The only character I felt anything for was
Sam, and he wasn't even introduced as a main character...but he ended up being just that, but way
too quickly! As for Brian and Jenny, who ARE the main characters, I went into this book knowing
nothing about them, and finished it still knowing nothing about them! This is a good effort for a first
book, and I'm guessing the writer gets better since there are quite a few more books in this series,
and all of them have gotten good reviews, so I'm going to give the next one a try. All in all, Moving In
wasn't horrible, but could have been so much more!
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